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THE BIC TEAM REUNITES

Taylor Hart Ltd

Finally, we have an updated team picture! The BIC team was able to enjoy a lovely 
Christmas meal together last year. This was the first time we were all together since 
the beginning of the lockdown. Although we have stayed in regular contact with each 
other through weekly team meetings and phone calls, it was wonderful to spend the 
time reminiscent of pre-covid times. 

Taylor Hart Ltd has been established since 1998 and works in the installation of 
drywall, ceilings and partitions. They work in the construction sector and play a 
pivotal role in delivering projects as a sub-contractor. 

They contacted the BIC for support in developing a drywall pro-cut manufacturing 
machine. Having practiced the traditional method of installation they found a way 
in which they could increase productivity, spend less time onsite, reduce waste and 
overall create benefits for the business and its customers. 

The solution was a patented new drywall machine  
that allows them to prefabricate items off site.  
The funding provided by the BIC has assisted them  
in undertaking comprehensive market research  
and analysis in order to successfully market their  
product and sell it. 

www.drywallpro-cut.co.uk

Xerital Limited is a specialist producer of high temperature barcodes  
for firing onto ceramic articles. Xerital’s barcode printing technology is  
suitable for producing a full range of sequential ceramic barcodes which  
retain their strong black colour after firing.

As a specialist in digital ceramic printing Xerital approached the BIC after 
discovering a gap in the market. They were already suppliers of printed ceramic 
plaques for gravestones but were looking to develop a product that the plaques 
can be mounted on which would be suitable for the crematoriums.

The BIC has known Howard the owner for many years and have assisted him with 
various projects in the past. In this instance the BIC provided funding in order to 
support with the costs of project management and product development.  
He has also attended workshops and networking  
events to learn more about developing his ideas. 

Xerital Limited has been successful in innovating  
ceramic memorial photo plaques and now also  
offers the option of pet plaques. 

www.photomemorialplaques.com

Dear Reader,

Although we all live in challenging and changing times one  
thing has been evident - the will to tame the pandemic  
and develop business ideas.

This has certainly been seen by the BIC with businesses continuing to trade using 
remote working and developing new skills using ICT. Although we have seen a slow 
down of investment within businesses, plans are certainly being developed in 
anticipation of more normal working. We are confident that despite the current 
situation Staffordshire companies will continue to innovate and you can be assured 
that the BIC will be there to support them.

Staff at the BIC are working both remotely and from the  
office when necessary, this hybrid model is set to be the  
norm in the future. Our workshops have been successfully  
delivered as webinars over the past 12 months and a full  
diary of 20 are planned for 2022.

Stay safe and well, 
Best wishes,

Geoff

Lets Do Business Expo 2021

SMART Innovation Hub at Keele University

SUCCESSFUL CASE STUDIES 2021 BIC NETWORKING EVENTS

We were delighted to have been 
invited to sponsor and exhibit at the 
Staffordshire Chambers of Commerce 
Let’s Do Business Expo in November. 
This is a highly-acclaimed networking 
event which attracts hundreds of 
delegates from a broad range of 
business sectors and gives you the 
opportunity to make new connections. 

This was a successful day for us as we 
met plenty of familiar faces but also 
gained interest from new businesses 
that we can go on to help with the 
services we provide. 

The BIC has been out and about 
attempting to network. Can you believe we 
attended TWO whole events last year! We 
have been participating in the Professional 
services drop-in clinic at the Smart 
Innovation Hub at Keele University. This 
has given us the opportunity to interact 
with Staffordshire based companies 
and making them aware of the help and 
support that is available to them. 

These clinics are held on the first Tuesday 
of every month. Currently on hold due 
to government guidelines, however, keep 
an eye out for these as it is a great 
opportunity to network with other like-
minded businesses or accessing help with 
your own business. 

Xerital Limited 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO

We hope the new year will path 
the way for some normality for 
us all and we can eventually 
return to more face-to-face 
interactions with the team 
and our clients. We continue 
to operate as normal and our 
advisors are easily accessible for 
help and support you may need 
to grow your businesses.


